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Key Findings

- **Marketing Manager**
  - I found marketing manager to be one of my best career because it meets most of my values, interests and personalities. One of my value as friendship may help me to have deep relationship with others and my interests as managing people and team will support me to make the best performance for marketing team. Moreover, I will be glad to be a kindhearted person whenever people need my help.

- **Data Analyst**
  - Data analyst may not be the most fit for my values, interests and personalities but I found out that this career can also fit for me. When I set up my purpose to analyze the data and make a good information, I will collaborate this with my interest of creative production to find out what others could not find as a potential important information. With this information, I can help the company I work for to be better than other competitors.
Top Values

- **Purpose**
  - I believe myself being motivative while I have straight forwarded purpose. As I examined how I live throughout the life, I did my best performance when I can concentrate into one thing. I always concern of what I want to be and make my move towards the thing I chose to do.

- **Friendship**
  - I really learned that it was myself that who leaned on friends when I first became an international student. I noticed that making relationship supports each other to gain each one’s value. Without supports from my friends, I could not have been here. I really enjoy making not shallow but deep relationship.

- **Family**
  - I learned how to love from my parents that they cared me and my brother very special. They supported us by believing and being the best role models to be. I want to follow the path of my parents and give that to my children when I make a family.
Interest Overview

- Managing People and Teams
  - This fits to me since I really love to make relationships with others. Although I do not believe myself as a good leader to lead the team, I can support people or teams by listening to what they need or what they want. I really want to help people who need support or put their best effort in their position.

- Creative Production
  - I like to look through the new trends of clothes. I may not be a designer to make clothes but I want to analyze the new clothes and make a good advertisement with it. Also, I like to plan events such as traveling for my example. When I plan to travel with my friends, I do not plan the entire schedule but the essentials that I need to go and search for new things within that country.
Personality Type

- **Idealist Teacher (ENFJ)**

Idealist Teachers commonly have four characteristics: pride themselves on being kindhearted, seek their true self, prize meaningful relationship and make intense nurturing parents.

- I really felt having pride for being kindhearted is my characteristics. I love to hear what others say and being a good listener for them. I do not like to make others feel bad by my comments. This things made myself as a kindhearted to others and I feel proud about it.

- One of my value is purpose. I want to find myself and make the real goal that will set me for entire life to be motivated.

- My other value is friendship. I want to make meaningful relationship that lasts as a friend and support each other to success.

- My last value is family. I was nurtured from the supportive family that I could make myself as an international student. I want to give that chance to my children to choose what they truly value. I will be supporting them as my parents did.
In-Depth Major: Marketing

- **Description**
  - Marketing fits my interest in creative production. I cannot have my own production but I want to advertise the production to be a great hit.

- **Uniqueness**
  - **Average starting salary**: $53,400
  - **Recruitment**: Big 4

- **Career Choice**
  - **Advertising manager**: This career will inspire me to do get one short purpose at a time to make a good advertisement and be a good opportunity for fulfilling my interest in creative production.
  - **Market Research Analyst**: I will have opportunity to do a market research and find out how can I make the product to success in competition. This will need my interest of being creative as well.
In-Depth Major: Management

- **Description**
  - As I like to interact with people and make relationship, I can be the person to organize the group to be at the best performances. Also my interest as managing teams and people would be the best area of working.

- **Uniqueness**
  - **Average Starting Salary:** $52,500
  - **Internships:** Nationwide

- **Career Choice**
  - **Marketing Manager:** Since I want to be part of creative production with strong relationships, marketing manager can make great bondage with my colleagues and make profit for the company.
  - **Sales Manager:** As a ideal teacher, I will be likely to train salespeople to be in best fit and counsel them for the hard time when they have emotion feelings from the buyers.
In-Depth Major: Information System

- **Description**
  - Information System is the root for business companies. Working in this area might help me to get better understanding for the company and build up possible customers.

- **Uniqueness**
  - Average Starting Salary: $67,004
  - Clubs: Technology Management Club

- **Career Choice**
  - **Data Analyst:** Analyzing data can fit in my value as purpose. I can set my purpose to analyze the data for my company to have great chance dealing with potential customers than other companies. Also, my interest as creative production can aid me to find the things others could not find.
  
  - **Supply Chain Manager:** Managing supply chain will be very fun thing for me to do. Since I am performing well in Microsoft Access and Excel, I got interested in analytics and data gathering. With this skill, I can look through supply chain and find points that can be performed better with my creative production.